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Top prof
receives
award
By Jennifer Koss
Ruth
Professor
Chemistry
Yaffe is SJSU’s outstanding professor for 1982-83. The announcement
was made at last spring’s com131
mencement ceremonies.
President Gail Fullerton presented Yaffe with the award Thursday in the Student Union’s Loma
Prieta Room.
About 100 students, friends and
faculty members attended the ceremony. Ted Hinckley, an SJSU history professor, gave an introductory
speech and student William Liberatore entertained the crowd on the
piano.
Yaffe was honored for her contributions in radiochemistry and nuclear science, and for her devotion
to undergraduate studies focusing
on "the learning process of the individual," Fullerton said.
Yaffe’s dedication has produced
"outstanding students in significant
numbers who have been trained in
some of the most sophisticated
fields of science," Fullerton said.
She also said Yaffe’s involvement with Lawrence Livermore Lab
"has created an opportunity for our
undergraduates to work with leading scientists on major research
projects."
"My selection is a symbolic rec40
the
ognition of our only product
bright, young people who are the
sole reason for the existence of any
university," Yaffe said in her acceptance speech.
She presented a slide show illustrating her career, and work done
by students in the chemistry honors
program. She also spoke of the importance of education on the future.
"Who can say what day tomorrow begins," she said. "Perhaps tomorrow begins today."
Yaffe concluded her speech with
a plea for funds and a challenge to
educators.
v.
"Even though we’re a public institution, we can no longer expect
public tax dollars to meet all of our
needs," she said.
Included in Yaffe’s plea was a
request that SJSU subsidize housing
to help recruit new faculty, and
search for the funding to replace obsolete equipment.
"We in the university must becontinued on page 6

Schools need
more funds,
Honig says
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Leo Bevilacqua
Lionel Alfonso dismantles a power line
above Seventh Street. The lines will be run

Science, poetry links
topic of poet’s speech
4
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By Karen Woods
The origins of poetry and the
universe were just two of the
many topics poet Stanley Kunitz
explored Thursday night.
Kunitz, who won the Pulitzer
Prize for his poetry in 1958, spoke
before an audience about 100 in
the University Chapel, an event
sponsored by the San Jose Poetry
Center.
The topic of Kunitz’s lecture
was "Knowing and Being: The

Relationships Between Science
and Poetry."
"With all of its achievements, science is unable to give
satisfactory answers to even the
most
elementary questions:
where did we come from? Who
are we? Where are we going?"
Kunitz said.
Kunitz mentioned the big
bang theory, which describes the
universe as beginning with the
continued on page 6

Industry salary increase slows

I,

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Wage
and salaries of private industry
workers in the West rose 5.2 percent
in the year ending in September, the
lowest such yearly gain for the 13
western states in the nearly eight
years records have been kept.
Steve Tiegland, acting regional
commissioner of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, said Thursday this
was only sightly more than the 5 percent increase reported for the nation. No figures are available for individual states.
For the third quarter, wages
and salaries in the West were up 1.4
percent, the smallest third-quarter
rise since 1976.
The Bureau said over-the-year
increases have diminished steadily
in the West since the record high of
, 10.9 percent in the March 19843-

March 1981 year.
In the 12 months ending September 1983, pay gains by blue-collar
workers were down considerably
from levels between September 1981
and September 1982 with the sharpest deceleration in construction and
wholesale trade.
Little regional variation was reported in the third quarter. It
ranged from an increase of 1.2 percent in the North Central states to
1.6 jtercent in the south.
For the year ending in September, the increases were 5.1 percent
in the northeast and south and 4.8
percent in the North Central.
The West region includes Washington, Alaska, Hawaii, Oregon,
California, Nevada, Arizona, Idaho,
Wyoming,Montana, Utah, Colorado
and New Mexico.
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underground. Alfonso retired Friday after
35 year,, w ’irk V1 ith the city of San Jose.

By Luther Mitchell
Bill Honig sees three answers to
California’s school problems: more
money, stronger curricula and
tighter discipline.
California’s school superintendent sees a "coalition- forming to
help pull the state’s schools from the
crises of finance and curriculum
which were his campaign themes
one year ago.
Honig said he has a "raw coalition" of public support for "making
schools work" and that this coalition
is looking for more state money to
upgrade California’s K-12 educational system.
Providing students with a
strong curriculum, a substantial
amount of homework, and exposing
them at an early age to good writing, speaking and thinking skills are
goals which, when achieved, will enable more young people to attend
college and enter the competitive
work force, he said.
"We are now in the process of
getting those ideas translated into
programs and directing them toward the schools," Honig said. "The
school committee is also supporting
this philosophy."
Despite California’s tight finances and Gov. George Deultmejian’s cost-cutting measures, Honig
feels more money for the schools is a
necessity which will be satisfied.
And regardless of what people have
heard, a pay increase for California
teachers is probable.
"We should have a substantial
amount of money coming into the
schools, which will pay reasonable
increases for teachers," he said.
"We do our part from the school’s
perspective and I think we are going
to get strong, effective support from
Sacramento over the next three or
four years."
Honig thinks computers will
deeply affect California education in
the future.
"I think anywhere from 50 to 70
percent of the students are going to
need a keyboard facility, or know
how to use a computer for writing,

editing or solving math problems.
"You are going to see much
more software development where
teaching kids to think is going to be
done partly with the computer programs," Honig said.
He sees the expansion of computer use on the college level eventually spreading to the high school
level. He would also like to see science programs expanded.
Honig said recent legislation
strengthening disciplinary requirements reflect his own philosophy of
discipline in classrooms. He said
one or two unruly students should
not be allowed to disrupt a class and
prevent others from learning.
"We can give those kids a
chance," Honig said, "but if they
can’t behave they will be in an alternative setting."
"Alternative settings" would include changing classes and suspending privileges, he said.
Honig said California schools
spend $12 billion per year. The state
provides eight billion, while the rest
comes from communities.
Despite the passage of Senate
Bill 813, which provided an additional $800 million for schools at the
beginning of the school year, money
plans for next year are already
being considered.
"We are spending $325 dollars
less per student in California than
the average expenditure in the rest
of the country," Honig said. "And
for an industrial or technological
state, that’s a dangerous situation,
so we’ve got some catching up to
do."
He said the school committee is
going to ask for an increase of
nearly St billion to cover the rising
costs of living.
"We are saying we need the second installment of the bill, which is
about a billion one."
He also thinks fees are too high
at the California State Universities
and Colleges.
"We support those arguments
(against higher CSU fees) and we
should actually be reducing them."

Former Carter senior assistant discusses
White House years and the 1984 election
By Jeff Barbosa
She spoke with a southern accent as she recalled her phone conversation with Jimmy Carter. Midge Costanza is from New York, but the
crowd she addressed in the Student Union Ballroom Friday was amused as she imitated the former president.
She recalled one day in 1974 when Carter
phoned.
" ’Hi. My name’s Jimmy Cartah, "Costanza
said with her best southern drawl. " ’I’m the governor of Georgia and I’ve been looking over your
position on the issues, and I find, that you and I
are compatible.’
"I covered the phone, and I said it’s a nut.
This is the governor of Georgia and he’s talking to
a Northeastern, upstate, liberal woman and he
says he and I are compatible on the issues. I said I
better check my issues."
She told the chuckling crowd that she later
discovered she was biased.
"I also learned that I was one of those Northeastern liberals who some how thought that we
had the market cornered," she confessed. "We
knew better than anybody, including the people
that we were advising, on how they should live."
She said when she realized that Carter was
"one of these new politicians from the South who
had much more sensitivity and compassion," she
called him back, apologized and eventually became a senior aide in his administration.
Costanza, who made her comments during a
speech at the Department of Urban and Regional
Planning’s conference on the quality of life in
urban America, served in the Carter administration from 1977 to 1979.
But she quit in 1979 because she opposed Carter’s stance against federally funded abortions.
She called the abortion issue "a matter of equal
justice under the law for poor women."
Costanza labeled the Moral Majority’s Jerry
Falwell "insidious" and said women have the

Kathy Kollinzas
Midge Costanza says a woman will not be selected for the vice presidency in 1984.
right to have a choice on abortion.
She also criticized the increase in Carter’s
military budget.
Although she refused to say who she will support in next year’s presidential election. Costanza
said she finds most of the Democrats appealing.
"I would support just about anyone against
Reagan," she said.
Jesse Jackson’s candidacy is a "brilliant political move" in her opinion.
She said Jackson will win some delegates and
therefore will "have to he dealt with" at the Democratic convention.
Although Jackson has stated publicly that he

will select a woman as his running mate. Costanza
told the Student Union crowd she doesn’t believe a
woman will be nominated for vice president for
quite some time.
Women face many obstacles as candidates,
Costanza said, because the two-party structure
refuses to provide female candidates with aid and
males have an easier time raising campaign
funds.
"When it comes to women they have to be.
qualified," she said. "When it comes to blacks
they have to be qualified. When it comes to white
males they don’t have to be qualified, as we have
seen from so many examples."
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EDITORIAL

Registration blues

apiv.pailvia DA:riff

II you’re wondering where the spring
schedule of classes are, you’re not alone.
While SJSU students began receiving
their registration forms as early as last
week, the books needed to complete those
forms are somewhere in New Jersey,
according to officials at the Office of Admissions and Records.
The books were sent East for printing
just two weeks ago. The late deadline was
established so that SJSU departments could
provide the most accurate class information
in the schedule.
But students are losing out with this
setup. The longer it takes for the schedules to
get back to campus, the less time we have to
prepare our schedules for next semester.
The deadline for registration forms is Nov.
18, just two weeks away.
Officials at the Admissions and Records
office have a point. More accurate information means less schedule changes for students, and headaches for everyone.
But the office should not stop here finish the job of efficiency, and begin working
on the schedule of classes earlier, so that the
booklets can be available for students when
they receive their registration forms, not
weeks later.
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One never appreciates something until
it’s gone.
The row of lights lining the walkway
from the Student Union to the Student Programs and Services building have been out
for more than a week, and no one has bothered to turn them back on.
Students on campus after the sun sets
have had to make their way down the heavily
used walkway in the dark.
Henry Orbach, head of Plant Operations,
was unaware of the problem when reached
Friday, but attributed the problem to a damage power line incurred when wokers were
repairing the nearby underground steam
lines.
He was vague about when repairs would
be made.
It’s obvious that students and faculty are
on their own at night, when administrators
and workers don’t bother to make sure that
maintenance procedures, such as lights, are
being followed.
What if the locks on buildings were damaged and left unattended? Our campus police can only do so much.
The next time lights go out on campus,
let’s hope it’s only another row of them, and
not the entire campus system.
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The great defense: A rotten day at the office

Mike McGuire
News Editor

This past Monday, a Superior Court judge in Ventura declined to sentence a woman who had confessed to
felony manslaughter, drunk driving and hit-and-run
charges in connection with the death of a 10-year-old
bicyclist in June.
The woman also confessed to being an alcoholic for
10 years.
The judge, showing much compassion, said he
wouldn’t sentence the woman until her psychological
tests had been finished.
Judge Marvin Lewis justified his delay of sentencing on Robin Susan Miller this way:
"I’m being asked to take one day out of the 11,000

Staff writer’s arguments weak;
babies are humans before birth
Editor:
I am writing in response to Luther Mitchell’s opinion piece on Nov. 1 in which he states his favortism of
abortion and his belief that a woman has the right to
choose whether or not to remain pregnant.
I agree with Mitchell’s statement that "they iantiabortionistsi feel that life begins at conception . . . and

she has lived and asked to decide who is Robin Susan
Miller. We all have good days and bad days."
Voila the "Bummer Defense" was born.
The operative phrase here is "We all have good
days and bad days."
I agree. Sometimes my days are so bad I’ll want to
do nothing more than run home, slug a beer and try to
study to forget what happened.
Unfortunately for Miller, it appears she has slugged
a few too many beers. However, it appears that the
bummer defense may have come to her rescue.
I don’t think California legislators had the "bummer defense" in mind when they passed some of the
nation’s most stringent drunken driving laws requiring
mandatory jail sentences.
I can imagine what thoughts are going through the
minds of noted drunk drivers like the guy who hit actress Mary Martin, severely injuring her and killing her
long-time business agent. The poor sap probably wishes
he’d left his heart in Ventura and not in the courts of San
Francisco.
The "bummer defense," cites as its precedent, the
infamous "Twinkle defense," so aptly used by Dan
White’s attorneys.
As I understand it, the "bummer defense" uses a
variant of the dimminished capacity ruling.
If the defendant has not had enough sleep, had a
particularly rough day at the office or is spurned during
the course of an attempted pickup in a singles bar, he or
she can legitimately cite the "bummer defense" as justification for any crimes committed within the ensuing

24 hours following the demoralizing incident.
In the case of Narcolepsian vs. New Jersey, the
defendant, Steve C. Narcolepsian, an accountant who
was charged with bombing the Seacaucus Studly-Arms
workout spa, cited the "bummer defense" yesterday, to
absolve him of the death of the manager, Chester Bigun.
Bigun, who was pressing several hundred pounds
114 of them belonging to Cynthia Friendly), was mortally wounded when a Nautilus thigh toner collapsed on
top of him. Fortunately, Friendly was under Bigun’s
protective torso when the bomb went off and was not
hurt.
Narcolepsian testified that Bigun had ruined his
afternoon by putting the moves on Friendly the object
of Narcolepsian’s affection.
The defendant said he felt just awful when he discoverd the two were copping feels during their workout.
"I just lost it," Narcolepsian said. "It was possibly
the worst day in my life next to the time I fell asleep
during the screening of ’Making Love.’
"What cant say it was just a bad day."
The judge in the Narcolepsian case, Michael Spaccadet, is said to be seriously considering Narcoplepsian’s contention in light of Judge Lewis’ "we all have
good days and bad days" reasoning in the Miller case.
The Narcolepsian case will be the true test of the
"bummer defense."
Should Spaccadet rule in favor of Narcolepsian, California’s judicial system will again be seen as the innovative and understanding system it is.

Thanks again, pal.
She also sent a memory:
I can remember talking to Craig as if he didn’t
have this maladjustment. He’d sip Tom Collins, I’d
drink Coke, and we both would lust over Ellen the
bartender.
"N--, you’re just a regular guy," he’d say, swilling his drink, dribbling it down his chin.
"Craig," I’d say, "That’s where you’re wrong.
"I’m better."
Craig Carter is the Daily’s feature editor. His
column appears every Monday and Thursday. His
gay friend is currently working her way through
school as a manual laborer and hopes to never
again appear in the Spartan Daily. CC

The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’ comments on any topic.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles
are those of the author. Editorials appearing
on this page are the opinion of the Spartan
Daily.

LMERS
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature,
major, phone number and class standing. The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for length, grammar and libel.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
that early termination is grounds for ’murder.’ "
As a Christian, I believe that "termination" of an
unborn child is killing a living human being. This has
been determined by our law, and the word of God, to be
murder.
However, it is not my Christianity alone which supports this fact. Mitchell posed the question, "How can
they call a fetus a person when it hasn’t taken on human
characteristics, such as arms, eyes, and legs?"
It appears that some education needs lobe done.

by Berke Breathed
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Don’t dam
the dyke
I began a recent column:
Every straight guy’s best buddy should be a
lesbian.
Mine is.
What followed listed why we had such a marvelous companionship, listed some of the pitfalls,
and told how you could do it, too.
Well, she read the column, and called me up.
"It was only mildly amusing," she said.
"Thanks," I said.
"Well. I’ve written a response, but it’s not hilarious yet. It’s only ’mildly amusing.’ "
"That’s good enough for my column," I said.
"Well that’s not good enough for me," she said.
"Send it anyway I’m the only one who gets to
be funny in my column," I retorted, full of false
pride.
"Just you wait."
Here’s her reply:
Every lesbian’s best friend should be a straight
guy.
Mine is.
Of course, I can’t admit it in public; I’d hate to
justify my indiscretion. Some people don’t realize
that straight guys can be regular. They think they
have herpes or something.
I’m proud of my straight friend; he can’t help it
if he’s that way. It’s just a preference. But try to tell
that to my politically correct friends and watch
them turn green.
"Straight men are sick," they’d screech.
"Child molesters every one of them!"
I used to wear my straight guy friend proudly
on my arm likes cause but I was harassed so often I
quit. So now we hide out at Denny’s rather than any
of the bar scenes and my credibility has risen back
in San Francisco.
I feel real bad about leaving him out of the
crowd, but how can I. just one person, try to justify
the universe? He just doesn’t fit; he’s become invisible.
Even still, he’s my best friend; even if I can’t
be seen in public with him. I just can’t handle the
whispers of "heterosexual" thrown in my face anymore.
Sometimes I take two or three lesbians along
for a cover or try and convince my buddies that he’s
confused sexually and I’ve adopted him.
Still, I think that Denny’s is the best bet. At
least I can cover him up with little or no effort and
my reputation remains intact.
This is a call to all dykes: Go covet a straight
man as your best friend and do the poor soul a
favor.

Shed some light

"Hey. I’m sorry, okay, I had a bad day."
A heretofore unknown comment by Charlie Manson
about the Tate- LaBianca murders.
A new precedent has been set by California’s judicial system.

Craig Carter
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The fetal period begins about eight weeks after conception and continues until birth. By observing photographs of an eight -week-old fetus, one can see a well developed body structure, including arms, legs and rib
cage. Fingers are formed and one may even observe the
fetus sucking on its thumb. At 10 weeks, a surgically
removed fetus makes breathing movements. If you
want to see pictures and read the facts
open your
biology book, or for that matter, any other text which
provides information on prenatal development.
The facts are there, Mitchell, you just didn’t include
them.
In closing, I ask you to use your imagination. Suppose your mother had chosen to abort the life within
her?
Denise Ilelm
Child Development
sophomore

Too many badmouth the U.S.
about foreign policy on Grenada
Editor
This letter is intended for the uninformed individuals who insist on condemning the U.S. invasion of Grenada.
You people mention all of the countries who have

condemned the United States for the invasion, but I ask
you, since when have you ever cared what other countries have thought about the United States? Where were
you when Russia invaded Afghanistan, Poland, or any of
its satellite countries?

i4

You couldn’t care less, but when the United States
fights to protect its own interests, you explode.
I don’t hear you screaming about the scores of arms
and military documents found on Grenada. I don’t hear
you condemning Cuba for forcing its own terrorists on
the island.
Let’s hear you protest the intimidation imposed on
the Grenadian people by the Cubans. You won’t, because it doesn’t interest you.
Finally, look around you. ABC reports that American public opinion is three-to-one in favor of jhe president. That favorable opinion is growing every day with
each new finding.
So take a closer look and be proud of you country’s
guts and courage for finally starting a campaign to rid
our hemisphere of the terrorism that has diseased it.
Eric Shuster
Industrial Management
junior
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Glen Lenhart, left, and Tracy Davis, above,
were two of the six Spartans to score in the 6-1
win over LoyolaMary mount. Thursday’s
match was the final home game of the season.
The Spartans (12-4-2) will end the season this
Friday night against rival Santa Clara
Broncos at Buck Shaw Stadium.
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Tom Chandler

Spartan soccer routs lowly Lions
,g as six players score in 6-1 victory
fr

By John Ormsby
The
outcome
was
never really in doubt.
The SJSU soccer team
took an entire half to get it
going, but they poured it on
after intermission and
coasted to a 6-1 victory
Thursday
night
over
Loyola-Marymount in the
final. bons. match of the
season. The Spartans improved their record to 12-42, while the struggling
Lions fell to 2-15-1.
The contest turned out
to be a mismatch, but
Loyola-Marymount put on
a gritty show in the first
half and held the Spartans
scoreless for 45 minutes.
The
Lions
almost
pulled
ahead
midway
through the first half when
several players converged
on a loose ball in front of
the SJSU net. Spartan midfielder
Tom
Vischer
cleared the ball with a sliding tackle to end the threat.
’She
Spartans
had
plenty of chances to score
before the break, but as
has been the case all season, first half goals were
hard to come by. Matt McDowell put a header on
goal two minutes into the
match that Lions’ goalkeeper John Fordham

stopped. It was the begining of a long evening for
Fordham.
The sophomore then
stopped Jaime Diaz’ Alyarder in the 39th minute.
Forward John Hubacz kept
the pressure on Fordham,
but his shot from 20 yards
missed high and to the
.
The Spartans put on an
attack in the final 10 minutes of the half, but
couldn’t quite come up
with a goal.
Fordham
stopped
headers by Rich Rollins
and Glen Lenhart in the
eighth minute and then
blocked a hard shot from
Hubacz a minute later.
Rollins gathered in the rebound and fired a shot at
goal, but Fordham somehow got a piece of it to
knock it past the right post.
The second half belonged almost exclusively
to the Spartans.
SJSU opened the second half with some aggressive attacking on offense,
and the Lions spent most of
the half desperately defending their own goal,
without much success.
Fullback Jaime Diaz
got the Spartans on the
board just two minutes into

Montana earns
highest salary
on 49er payroll

Or
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GOOD
FOOD

Quarterback Joe Montana
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
is the highest paid member of the San Francisco 49ers at
8375,000 a year, and Dwaine Board may be the most underpaid’hased on his salary and performance, a newspaper reported Friday.
The San Francisco Chronicle, using salary figures it
compiled from a variety of sources, says Board, a defensive end who has six sacks in the past six games and
scored the winning touchdown two weeks ago against the
Los Angeles Rams, is playing out his option year for
$90,000. That’s substantially below the team’s average
salary of $121,000, the newspaper said.
Montana’s salary is slated to rise to $400,000 next
season, and to $500,000 in 1985.
Also low on the list is All -Pro wide receiver Dwight
Clark, whose famous leaping catch in the National Football Conference championship game against the Dallas
Cowboys put the 49ers in the Super Bowl two years ago.
The Chronicle says his salary is 8130,000.
By comparison, veteran receiver Freddie Solomon
makes 8137,500 and former track star Reynaldo Nehemiah, in his second year of professional football, makes
8135,000.
The team’s second highest-paid player is running
back Wendell Tyler, acquired from the Rams before this
season, who gets 8350,000.
Others high on the salary scale include tight end Russ
Francis, who makes $325,000; backup quarterback Matt
Cavanaugh, who makes $295,000; offensive linemen
Randy Cross and Keith Fahnhorst, at $290,000 and 8220,000, respectively; and tight end Earl Cooper, $217,000.
The lowest paid player on the team, according to the
Chronicle, is rookie offensive lineman Tim Morrison, who
gets $40,000.

the half. Diaz took a pass
from Hubacz on the right
side and fired a 15-yarder
past Fordham to open the
scoring.
The score seemed to
rattle the Lions keeper.
With 30 minutes left in the
match, he failed to come
up with a loose ball in front
ofjpe. #et, Rollins was on
the spot to blast the ball
into the open goal for a 2-0
lead.
Loyola’s George Bettny stemmed the tide for a
moment with an unassisted
goal with 20 minutes left in
the match to pull the lions
within one at 2-1, but the
Spartans erupted for four
goals in 15 minutes to complete the rout.
Mark Mangano collected a loose ball following a penalty kick with 19
minutes remaining and
curved a 25-yarder into the
right corner to make it 3-1
With 10 minutes to go, Glen
Lenhart took advantage of
a nice pass from Matt McDowell and blasted a short
shot home to put SJSU up 4Tracy Davis and Matt
Lord finished the scoring
with goals only 17 seconds
apart. Davis chased down
a long kick from Spartan
Olejnik,
keeper
John
eluded
Fordham
and
scored from 15 yards out on
the right side. Lord came
back seconds later with an
unassisted
shot
from
nearly the same spot to
close the scoring at 6-1.
The scoreless first half
didn’t faze Spartan coach
Julius Menendez.
"We knew we were

going to get some goals,"
he said after the game. "It
was just a matter of time."
Spartan captain Tom
Vischer also dismissed the
scoreless first half as "just
one of those things.
"We had some good
chances (in the first half),
but I don’t thiqk we’ve
scored in the first *ill all
season," he said, "but once
we got started we really
put the pressure on them."
Most of the Spartans
saw little improvment
from the Lion team they
defeated 5-0 last month.

"They may be a little
better," Rollins said, "but
it was pretty hard to tell I
think they were beaten before they even stepped on
the field."
Jaime Diaz seemed
anxious to put the win behind him and concentrate
on the team’s remaining
two matches.
"I kind of felt sorry for
them," the fullback said of
the Lions. "They remind
me of a division II or HI
team. Right now we have
to concentrate on winning
our last two games "
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Quarterbacks blamed for Spartan loss

Monday, November 7, 1983/Spartan Daily

By Pat Sangimino

Two weeks ago Spartan head coach Jack Elway had a
dilemma with his quarterback position.
Jon Carlson and Bob
Both of his signal callers
Frasco were playing equally well. Elway had to decide
on a starter.
Well, Elway still has a starting quarterback problem,
but the reason for it has changed. In Saturday’s 22-15 loss
to Utah State, Carlson and Frasco combined to complete
just 21-01-51 passes for 231 yards and two costly interceptions.
"We’ll evaluate the situation," Elway said of the
starting quarterback dilemma. "I don’t know what the
hell to do. It might be on a whim for the rest of the year."
Frasco started the game but his performance was a
far cry from his effort in the Spartan’s 18-9 win over Cal
State Long Beach two weeks ago when he was named coPacific Coast Athletic Association Offensive Player of the
Week.
The junior from Orange County completed 13-of-29
passed for 128 yards and a touchdown in the opening drive
of the game. However, he was unable to generate any
offense after that and was replaced in the intermission.
Carlson, too, had his moments of success but they
were few and far between. He connected on 8-of-22 passes
for 102 yards, a touchdown and two interceptions.
An aggressive Aggie pass rush and solid man-to-man
coverage by the Utah State secondary made things difficult for the Spartans.
Utah State recorded three quarterback sacks and
several times caused Carlson or Frasco to hurry passes.
In addition to the two interceptions, the Aggies also were
credited with 13 pass deflections including six by cornerback Patrick Allen.
But the defensive play of the day was turned in by
Aggie safety Bill Beauford. His interception in the end
zone late in the fourth period turned a potential Spartan
score in what proved to be the winning touchdown drive.
With SJSU ahead 15-14 and 5:41 remaining in the
game, Carlson had led the Spartans down the field to the
Aggie 14-yard line. An SJSU touchdown would have just

about clinched the win but on a second and six play, Carl- opportunities, they could have put the game out -of-reach
son lofted a pass high in the corner of the end zone for early. These chances were wasted.
receiver Eric Richardson.
Linebacker Vyn Goodmon, playing for injured Mike
Richardson leaped to knock the ball away, but tipped Maurer, ended a Utah State drive by picking-off a Chico
it and Beauford made a head long dive and came up with Canales pass. Unfortunately, for the Spartans, Frasco
the ball.
was unable to move the ball and they were forced to punt.
The Aggies took over at the 20-yard line and in seven
Another opportunity was wasted when safety man
plays, drove 80 yards and culminated the drive when San K.C. Clark returned a punt 30-yards down to the Utah
Jose product Eric Adams went into the end zone from State 32-yard line but Frasco threw three incomplete
three yards out with 3:13 remaining.
passes and an illegal procedure penalty forced Rebboah
The winning touchdown was set-up by two key Utah to punt again.
State plays. On a fourth down and eight. Russell Griffith
The Spartans squandered still another chance with
appeared ready to punt to the Spartans. Griffith instead one minute remaining in the first half. Frasco threw a
decided to run. He picked-up 18 yards and kept the drive pass that was tipped and appeared to be intercepted by
alive.
Allen. The referees called it an incomplete pass and the
Two plays later, flanker Freddie Fernandes took the Spartans appeared to have to punt.
latter end of a double reverse and went 37 yards down to
At that time, the Aggies team doctor, James Worley
the Spartan three-yard line. On the next play, Adams ran onto the field and tried to attack one of the referees
scored.
with a crutch. After Worley was detained by the security
If the first quarter was any indication of how things guards, the Aggies were called for an unsportsmanlike
would turnout, it looked as though the Spartans were conduct penalty and the Spartans had the ball at the 26going to blow Utah State off the field.
yard line.
Frasco led the team on a 13 down, 67-yard drive that
A pass to Ricahrdson got the ball down to the 20-yard
ended with a six-yard scoring pass to tight end Carl Sulli- line but that’s as far as the Spartans got. Rebboah’s 37van.
yard field goal was good but the Spartans were called for
The Spartans mixed the run and the pass effectively an illegal motion penalty. The ball was moved backed five
in the drive, but it was through the air that they were most yards, but this time Rebboah’s 41 -yard field goal was
successful. Frasco completed three third-down passes in blocked, and the half ended.
the drive, including a 23-yard deflected pass to Richard"I felt it was a combination of things with Bob
son that put the ball inside the 20-yard line.
Frasco," Elway said of his quarterback. "He was getting
Sullivan, who caught a season high six passes, made pressure and that was forcing him to hurry his throws,
the touchdown grab over two Aggie defenders. However, but when he wasn’t getting pressure, he was still throwing
kicker Phillippe Rebboah missed the extra point, but the off his back foot, and he lost his accuracy."
Spartans led 6-0.
A bruised and battered Frasco admitted that he took
On the next drive, the Spartans continued to exploit a couple of hard shots and that affected his play but he
the middle of the Aggie secondary as Sullivan latched on gave a lot of credit to the Aggie defense.
and passed for eight and 11 yards but the drive was stalled
"They were coming in with their outside linebackers
at the Utah State 6-yard line and Rebboah’s 23-yard field to add some pressure and that left the secondary in mangoal made it 9-0.
to-man coverage," Frasco said. "I have to give all the
That was all of the offense the Spartans would gener- credit to the secondary. They did a good job back there."
ate in the first half. Although they had several scoring
The lack of an SJSU running attack hurt the Spartans.

Spartan Notes
By Pat Sangimino
The loss to Utah State dropped the
Spartans to 5-3 overall and 3-2 in PCAA action
and ended the Spartans hopes at a PCAA cochampionship.
Although SJSU was eliminated from
playing in the California Bowl two weeks ago,
there was still a possiblity of finishing in a
three-way tie for the top spot with Cal State
Fullerton and Nevada -Las Vegas.
The Spartan defense suffered a serious
blow when linebacker Mike Maurer and nose
guard Armahn Williams had to leave the
game with injuries.
Maurer pinched a nerve in his neck and
had to leave the game after one quarter. He is
expected to be back in the line-up against
Pacific next week.
Vyn Goodman replaced Maurer.and was

in on ten tackles and intercepted a pass.
Unfortunately for SJSU, the word on Williams is not so promising. He severely
sprained his right knee and is due to be examined this week.
Trainer Charlie Miller is not optimistic
about Williams’ condition and said that he
could possibly be out for the rest of the season.
Tom Marshall filled in for Williams and
was credited with five tackles and a quarterback sack.
Strong safety Todd Devlin led the Spartans with 16 tackles while linebacker Dave
Albright was involved in ten.
Going into the game, K.C. Clark had
returned punts for a total of 60 yards. In five
returns Saturday, he piled -up 66 yards including a 30-yard run back.
Gym Kimball, the Aggies’ quarterback

their lowest output since the
They rushed just 78 yards
30-9 lost to California in the second week of the season.
With a non-existent ground game, the Spartans were
forced to throw the ball a season high of 51 passes.
The Spartans half-time lead was cut to 9-7 when
Andre Bynum ran in from two yards out. The Aggies took
the lead on the opening drive of the third quarter when
Canales hit running back Paul Jones with a 12-yard touchdown pass to make it 14-9.
That’s when Elway made his move.
"It wasn’t by design that I took Bob out," Elway said
"I felt we needed a change of pare There were tlinws wc
just weren’t getting."

Lose your
Monday blues.
Watch Monday
night football
at the Pub.
6:00 Tonight

New York Giants
vs.
Detroit Lions
$6414

ICSC FOOD DRIVE

of the future did see some action Saturday
The Brigham Young transfer went in for one
series at the end of the first half. However,
his performance was anything but impressive. He missed on his only pass of the day
and was sacked twice.
The Spartans sacked Kimball and
starter Chico Canales six times, bringing
their total for the season up (0 40.
The San Jose area is turning into a
breeding ground for Utah State football. Currently, there are five Aggies who grew -up in
the San Jose area including running back
Eric Adams who scored the winning touchdown Saturday.
Other Utah State players from the San
Jose area are split ends Eric McPherson and
his younger brother Derek McPherson,
strong safety Marvin Jackson and starting
left offensive guard Tony Roach.

Help everyone have a
HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
Donate non-perishable food items at the International
Center, the Associated Students Office, and the Foreign
Students Office, now through Nov. 14.
A collection table will also be available in front of the
bookstore November 7-1 1 .

00"cE.:2
Funded by the Associated Students

Virgin Killers win intramurals
Kwasney’s clutch passes spark
comeback victory over Bandits
By Dean Kahl
A match between Virgin Killers and Bandits may
sound like a confrontation of hoodlums, but in fact it was a
game for SJSU’s intramural A League flag football championships.
And for the third year in a row, the Virgin Killers 90) were crowned champs, but this time they won a comefrom -behind 15-14 thriller over the undefeated Bandits on
the ROTC field Thursday.
"We played our hearts out," an exctited V.K. quarterback Keith Kwasney said. "We didn’t play our best
game of the year, but we won..:’
If Kwasney sounded jubilant, he had good reason.
Trailing 14-7 midway through the second half, the Virgin
Killers relied on his clutch passing against a stingy Bandit defense for the victory.
Kwasney connected on all five of his passes in the
winning drive ( good for 66 yards) in addition to completing a key eight-yard pass on fourth-and-seven near midfield. He capped the drive by sweeping seven yards to cut
the Bandit lead to 14-13.
Kwasney then dropped back to pass on the two-point
conversion attempt and rifled a pass to Glen Harper in the
end zone, who made a leaping catch for the margin of
victory.
"I dropped two passes earlier," Harper said, "and I
said! was going to catch that one."
The Virgin Killer defense then withstood a drive by
the Bandits which ended with a stiff goal line stand. The
Bandits hopes for a victory vanished when Ellis threw a
fourth down incompletion into the end zone.
The Virgin Killer defense was tough when it had to be.
In fact, it was their defense that scored the game’s first
points.
On the second play of the game, Bandit quarterback
Ron Ellis tossed a pass toward the sidelines right into the
arms of Virgin Killer defender Robert Mendoza. Mendoza
raced 30 yards untouched into the end zone for a 6-0 lead.
Although the Virgin Killers failed to score on the twopoint conversion, they were awarded one point for getting
the ball to the one-yard line.
That 7-0 lead held up through halftime, until Ellis got
the Bandits rolling in the second half.
After Kwasney threw an interception on the second
play of the second half, Ellis promptly ran nine yards up
the middle for a touchdown to cut the lead to 7-6.
Then, after the Bandit defense bottled up the Virgin
Killers again. Ellis drove the offense in for the go-ahead
score. Ellis, who completed 7-01-17 passes for 128 yards
and ran 12 times for 82 more yards, finished the drive by
scoring on a one-yard keeper,
Ellis then passed to Tom Norwood for the two-pointer
and a 14-7 lead, which set the scene for Kwasney’s heroics.
"They were a good team," Ellis said after the game
"I wish! hadn’t thrown that interception, though."
The game also marked the first time in recent years
that SJSU’s Greek system was not represented in the
championship game. The Virgin Killers thumped Alpha
Tau Omega 36-6 Tuesday while the Bandits knocked oil
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 12-6.

Liza Murphy
Virgin Killer quarterback Keith Kwasney
sets to pass in Thursday’s 15-14 victory.

Presenting High Bias II and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.
Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary, we’re going
to guarantee it forever.

"IF

We’ll guarantee life-like sound.

Because Permapass;" our unique oxide bonding process, locks each oxide
particleeach musical detailonto the tape. So music stays live
Not just the 1st play. Or the 1000th. But forever.

We’ll guarantee the cassette.
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don’t have
to go this for to fix your import.
Your Beck/Arnlev Foreign Car
Parts Expert can save you the trip.

pireaion Foreign
Student Discounts

auto parts

2274 Alum Pock,
251-4070

6k41

Every facet of our cassette is engineered to protect
the tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind.
Silicone-treated rollers insure smooth, precise tape
alignment. Housing is made strong by a design
unique to Memorex.

We’ll guarantee them forever.

If you are ever dissatisfied with Memorex
High Bias II, mail us the tape and we’ll replace it free
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SPARTAGUIDE
Chery Bell. a Safeway nutritionist, will speak at 1:45
International Programs will have an information
p.m. today in Home Economics Building Room 115. The
event is sponsored by the Student Nutrition Club. For table from 11:30 to 12:30 today in front of the Student
more information call Lee Ann Langan at 277-3660 or 288- Union. Contact the International Programs office at 2773781 for more information.
8527.

ok

The Worldwide Cultural and Social Club is having a
meeting at 5 p.m. in the Student Union Almaden Room,
Contact Shahrokh Toranji at 356-1246.

The Division of Technology honorary fraternity is
haveng a wine and cheese information meeting at 3:30
p.m. in Industrial Studies Room 215. Call Seth Bates,
Division of Technology, at 277-3446.

The AIAA "Get Away Special" team is having a
meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the old Science Building Room 253.
All students are invited to attend for information on how
to become a primary investigator of a project to be deployed in space. Call Rich Pinares at 279-8129 or 727-1171
for more information.

Holly Veldhuis, director of the Frances Gulland Child
Care Center, will address the topic, "Child Care is a Feminist Issue" at 11 a.m. today in the S.U. Costonoan Room.
The Women’s Center is sponsoring the event. Call Leslie
Schneider at 277-2047 for more information.

The African Academic Achievement Club is having a
meeting/study group at 6 p.m. in the Aspire Building.
Contact Rodney Clement at 270-1978 for more information.
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Students will live their language lessons
By Mark Johnson
Some exotic alternatives for students who would like
to study foreign cultures and languages are available
through the SJSU Foreign Language Department and
California State University International Study programs
this year.
Students can earn transferrable college credits studying a wide variety of subjects in any of the more than 15
foreign countries included in the programs.
The CSU program offers long-term (one year or
longer) study opportunities in which students remain enrolled in the CSU sytem while studying at the foreign
university of their choice.
The SJSU program offers short-term study opportunities in which students spend two to four weeks studying a
particular subject in a foreign land.
Educational adventures ranging from a two-week
study of Oriental art in Mainland China to a month-long

Airman safari are available through the program
To qualify for the program students must be enrolled
at a CSU campus, have a cumulative GPA of 2.75 or 3.00,
depending on the foreign university at which they plan to
enroll and have at least a junior-class standing.
Some of the universities also require the student to
have a foreign language background, although classes
are taught in English at most of them.
Students who meet these requirements are interviewed by Sebastian Cassarino, coordinator of the program at SJSU, who determines whether their academic
goals fit the program.
Cassarino said that the more students who apply for
the program the tougher the requirements get. There are
no prerequisites for the SJSU program.
In the CSU program each student pays current home
campus fees, round trip transportation, living expenses
and incidentals.

Estimated costs for the academic year range from
$4,500 in the Mexico to more than $8,000 in Denmark.
Estimated costs for the program range from $1,500
for the Mexico City Summer Spanish Language Program.
to $3,300 for the Kenya Wildlife and Culture Odyssey.
According to Cassarino, there are 22 SJSU students
currently studying at foreign universities as part of the
program.
Students in the program are left free to do what they
want, for the most part, while abroad, Cassarino said,
although each of the foreign universities is provided with
one resident director who is a faculty member from one of
the CSU system schools.

"Fortunately. we haven’t had had incidents involving
SJSU students in the foreign study program that I can
recall," Cassarino said. "The only incident at any of the
foreign universities that comes to mind is the time when a
couple of students in the program from another college
got in trouble for handing out anti -Franco pamphlets in
Spain during the time Franco was in power there."
Application deadline for all the CSU programs is February 4, 1983 except for the New Zealand program which
must be applied for by May IS, 1984.
Application deadlines for the SJSU programs vary
depending on the program

SJSU history Professor David McNeilis currently
serving a one-year term as resident director for a group
of CSU students studying at the University of Provence,
Aix en Provence in France.
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Science and art connected poet says
continued from page 1
explosion of a superdense atom and expanding from that.
"But is it really a theory of creation? Where did the
matter come from, out of whose bang were we catapulted
into space and time?" he said.
Then he added, to the laughter of the audience: "The
ancient creation myths are no harder than this, and who
can dispute that they’re more fun?"
On the origins of poetry, Kunitz said that "Poetry is
not to be confused with writing, any more than it is to be
confused with rhyme, or versification. In the experience
of the race, poetry must be millions of years old, but
writing is a comparatively recent invention."
He said that storytelling cultures have long been in
existence because people didn’t write their stories until
nearly Homer’s time, less than 3,000 years ago.
"Now for ages before that, immense quantities of
human experience had been accumulating in men’s bodies." he said.

Professor wins
faculty award
continued from page 1
come activists in the fight for quality public education," she said. "We’ve been too silent and too disorganized in our response to the recent destruction
of the public education program."
Education should not demand that students
choose one field of study, but should encourage
knowledge and balance in a variety of studies, she
said.
She challenged educators "to become evangelists with the message that reading, writing and
arithmetic are not enough.
"Science, language, literature, philosophy, art,
music these are all basic education.
"To deny the necessity of either the sciences or
the arts in basic education is to deny education. It is
to deny mankind the combination of civilization."

Kunitz also spoke on the respective differences and
similarities of scientists and poets.
He said that the scientific community was being affected by its growing dependence on the state and corporate industry, whereas the poet is "representative free
man of our times."
He added that since the Industrial Revolution, "anyone who worked for himself has become a rarity. Others
labor in groups or packs. ..on a part of things."
The poet, Kunitz said, is different because "In the
exercise of his art, he is a whole person, or he is nothing."
Kunitz said that since the poet’s work is "practically
worthless as a commodity, he might as well yield to the
beautiful temptation to strive toward an absolute art, the
purity of expression and perfection of form."
Kunitz cautioned that he was not setting artists and
scientists up as antagonists.
"On the contrary, artists and scientists comprise the
fraternity of imagination...There are many disciplines,

By Gail Taylor
In view of the Thanksgiving holiday, students from
SJSU’s Intercultural Steering Committee (ICSC) are
sponsoring a food drive for the needy this week in front of
the Student Union.
ICSC will be accepting contributions of non-perishable canned foods that will go to the Salvation Army, which
will distribute the goods to the poor throughout Santa
Clara County.
A.J. Saliba, vice president of the committee, said he
wants the food drive to be an SJSU activity, however, not
just an activity sponsored by foreign students. Even
though ICSC is starting the event, Saliba hopes other organizations will participate.
"We want to show the community that we want to
give," Saliba said. "If we give something from our heart,
maybe it will mean something more than just the number
of cans we have."
ICSC is an umbrella organization sponsored by Asso-

C. Warren Hollister, a University of California,
Santa Barbara history professor. has been elected vice
president and president-elect of the North American
Conference on British Studies. The North America
Conference on British Studies is a scholarly society
founded for the study and promotion of British civilization. Hollister has been a member for 20 years.
The conference regularly publishes journals and
holds meetings throughout North America. They also
award prizes for scholarly publications. Hollister has
received awards twice previously for his publications

The UC Santa Barbara South Coast Writing Project is working to improve both the writing skills of
students, from kindergarten through college, and instructors’ teaching abilities. SCWriP is modeled after
the hundreds of writing projects that have developed
within the past 10 years, including the South Coast
Project and others as far away as Manitoba and Germany. Project coordinators invite 25 teachers from the
Santa Barbara and Ventura areas to participate in an
intensive five-week summer composition program.

Around Other Campuses is compiled by Staff
Writer Luther Mitchell

Doctors want state
to pay for transplants
STANFORD (AP)
Doctors who run Stanford University’s heart transplant program want the $125,000 operations to be covered under state health programs to
make them available to more people.
Currently, patients must guarantee the $125,000 fee
before they can be accepted into the program.
"Stanford recognizes that this financial requirement
will tend to limit access to those potential recipients with
medical insurance or the ability to raise a large sum of
money through public appeal," Dr. Lewis Wexler said in
remarks prepared for delivery today before the state Senate Select Committee on Anatomical Transplants.
Wexler. a professor of cardiac radiology, said he
wants the Legislature to recognize heart transplantation
as "sound therapy" that no longer is experimental, and
subsequently to authorize payment under state-sponsored
MediCa I.

Among those who replied to a questionnaire that was
sent to students and employees in April 1982. 13.5 percent
of the women and 1.1 percent of the men said they had
been sexually harassed at the university.
The report said a random sample of 2,898 people wen.
sent questionnaires and 1.399, or just under half, completed and returned them 57 percent women and 41
percent men.
The results may have been skewed by any tendency
of victims to respond in disproportionate numbers. On the
other hand, the survey used a narrow definition of sexual
harassment. counting only those instances in which the
harassment affected the victim’s work in the university.
Half the women who said they had been harassed said
they had been pressured for dates or sex. More than half
said they had been touched in a sexual manner. A third
said they had received unwanted letters, visits or phone
calls. Twelve percent said the harasser attempted sexual
relations or an assault.
Three-fourths of the women who reported being harassed said they had been subjected to unwanted sexual
jokes, suggestions, comments and questions, or sexually
suggestive looks and gestures.
The study also said 71 percent of the victims reported
being harassed by a man with a higher status than their
own, and in half the cases the harasser had direct authority over the victim.
The university released the report along with a vice
chancellor’s letter announcing new guidelines for reporting incidents of sexual harassment and a "determination
to deal firmly and fairly with all occurrences."
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UC Davis staff accused of harassment
DAVIS ( AP) Women at the University of California
campus in Davis say that when they are sexually harassed, it’s almost always by a faculty or staff member.
Out of all the instances of sexual harassment reported
this week in a campus -wide survey, 61 percent were
blamed on leachers, 37 percent on non-teaching staff, and
only 2 percent on students.
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ciated Students for all the foreign student clubs on campus. It is made up of members from the Indian, Arab,
, Korean, Vietnamese and other foreign student associations.
"I think its essential for all foreign students at SJSU,
because its an organization they can go to for support,"
Saliba said. "We advocate culturalism.
ICSC sponsors cultural events on campus such as the
International Food Bazaar and "Cultural Night" where
many different performances take place.
"I think they (ICSC) do a good job coordinating all
foreign student activities and they look out for the best
interest of all foreign students on campus, not just one
particular group," said Sue Crust, director of the International Center.
There will be tables in front of the Student Union from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. every day this week.

Otte ’s

The name Oscar S. Stauffer, longtime University
of Kansas benefactor and founder of Stauffer Communications Inc., has been etched into the history of the
William Allen White School of Journalism at Kansas
University.
Stauffer’s name joined that of Leon "Daddy"
Flint, who was chairman of the department of journalism from 1916 to 1941. The new name of the building is
Stauffer-Flint Hall.
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Students sponsor food drive,
canned goods will go to needy

Around Other Campuses
A new transplant bank, designed to organize organ
and tissue donations, has been established at the University of California, Davis Medical Center. The bank
arranges transplants of eyes, kidneys, livers, cartilage
and bone.The program was started in 1980 by Transplant Bank Program Director Carol Reaves and a
UCDMC colleague, a corneal transplant surgeon.
The new program is designed to help people who
have been injured, but also caters to those with diseases, eye infections, or chemical burns. The program
is an expansion of a previous Davis Medical Ceneter
transplant center, the Lion’s Eye and Tissue Bank.

but only one imagination. The scientist’s creative intuition is the equivalent of the imagination of the artist," he
said.
Kunitz warned there are dangers for the respective
fields of poetry and science, however, in that "the technicians are threatening to take possession of the field."
The "technicians" in the field of poetry are those who
are "merely exploring a skill in this case a linguistic
skill without thought of their vocation and sense of
obligation," Kunitz said.
"In science, technicians manufacture the bombs, and
shrug their shoulders when it is dropped on Hiroshima.
They build their nuclear plants and say,’Iet the lethal
waste take care of itself.’ "
He added that "we train the specialist at the expense
of his humanity. And what we need is the complete person
who understands, and keeps his. holiness of the heart... .
"Homo sapiens will leave no memorial behind him if
he evolves along the track of the beast, that knows so
much and loves so little."
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